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Exchange Rate Pass-Through in a Competitive
Model of Pricing-to-Market
This paper extends the Mussa and Rosen (1978) model of quality pricing
under perfect competition. Exporters sell goods of different qualities to consumers who have heterogeneous preferences for quality. Production is subject to decreasing returns to scale and, therefore, supply and the toughness
of competition react to cost changes brought about by exchange rate fluctuations. First, we predict that exchange rate shocks are imperfectly passed
through into prices. Second, prices of low-quality goods are more sensitive
to exchange rate shocks than prices of high-quality goods. Third, in response
to an exchange rate appreciation, the composition of exports shifts toward
higher quality and more expensive goods. We test these predictions using
highly disaggregated price and quantity U.S. import data and find only weak
empirical evidence in support of our theory.
JEL codes: F11, F14, L11, L16
Keywords: exchange rate pass-through, pricing-to-market model.

WHY ARE THE movements of relative costs brought about by
exchange rate fluctuations passed through to consumers only partially?
This paper develops a model of pricing-to-market under perfect competition and
flexible prices. We build on the Mussa and Rosen (1978) model of quality pricing.
Exporters sell goods of different qualities to consumers who have heterogeneous
preferences for quality. We depart from the work of Mussa and Rosen in two important
dimensions. First, we consider a perfectly competitive setting, as opposed to their
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original monopoly setting. Second, we introduce decreasing returns to scale at the
firm level. In the resulting equilibrium, higher quality goods are matched with higher
valuation consumers. The price schedule relating good quality to market price depends
on the valuations of consumers who are matched with these goods. Prices are higher
when the valuations of consumers in the market are higher.
We next analyze how our model can account for incomplete pass-through of cost
shocks into consumer prices. The main insight of the model is that pass-through can be
incomplete and heterogeneous across different goods even within a narrowly defined
competitive industry. The crucial ingredient of our model is the heterogeneity of
consumers: all consumers value quality, but they do so at different rates. In the absence
of this heterogeneity in valuations, relative good prices are fixed by the representative
consumer’s valuation for quality, leading in equilibrium to equal pass-through rates
across all goods in the industry. Relative prices in our model are determined by
differences in quality and by differences in the valuations the respective qualities are
matched with. Because the equilibrium matching of qualities and valuations responds
to cost changes, pass-through rates differ across different goods.
We consider a purely real model of international price setting. Exchange rate shocks
are assumed to be real productivity shocks so that there is no price stickiness, hence
no money illusion, and no role for monetary policy. We derive three predictions for
the rate of cost pass-through.
First, exchange rate shocks are only partially passed through to consumers. When
an exporting country is hit by an appreciation of the real exchange rate, exporting firms
scale down their exports. The relative scarcity of goods forces the lowest valuation
consumers out of the market. As a consequence, exporters are matched with higher
valuation consumers, thereby leading to higher prices. In equilibrium, only a part of
the cost shock is passed through to consumers.
Second, we predict that there is more pass-through for low-quality goods than for
high-quality goods. This prediction relies on a subtle argument. After an appreciation
of the exporter’s exchange rate, two forces drive up prices. The exit of low-quality
firms shrinks the total supply of goods and forces the lowest valuation consumers
out of the market. The average valuation of the remaining consumers increases and
prices increase. In addition, all firms scale down their production, which shrinks the
total supply of goods and drives up all prices. The relative strength of the first effect is
larger for lower quality goods. As the set of exporters changes in response to exchange
rate shocks, prices move almost one for one with the exchange rate for low-quality
exporters. 1 The price of higher quality goods, on the other hand, depends on the
overall tightness of the market, which determines which consumer is matched with
which good. In the limit, infinitely high-quality goods prices are, in relative terms,
not at all affected by the exit of low quality firms. Their price increases only because
1. Since all costs occur in importer currency, the price for the lowest observed exporter price moves
exactly one for one with the exchange rate. However, following an appreciation of the exchange rate,
low-quality firms leave the export sector. The good that becomes the lowest quality good exported after
the exchange rate appreciation is strictly above the lowest quality before the exchange rate shock. Its price
increases less than one for one with the exchange rate.
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all firms scale down their production. The pass-through of exchange rate shocks is
thus higher for low-quality goods than for high-quality goods.
Third, we predict that in response to an exchange rate appreciation, the composition
of exports shifts toward high-quality, high-price goods. This prediction is due to the
endogenous selection of exporters: in the presence of a fixed cost to enter foreign
markets, only the highest quality firms are able to export. When hit by a negative
exchange rate shock, the lowest quality firms—which charge the lowest prices—pull
out of the export market. The exit of low-quality, low-price exporters has an effect
not only on individual prices but also on aggregate prices. As low-quality, low-price
exporters pull out, the composition of exports shifts toward high-price goods. Since the
composition of exports shifts toward high-quality, high-price goods, aggregate price
indices tend to overestimate the actual extent of pass-through for individual goods.
We next test these predictions using highly disaggregated price and quantity U.S.
import data. First, we confirm the widely documented finding that exchange rate
shocks are only partially passed through into export prices. This finding holds not
only at the aggregate level, as it is commonly described, but also at the highest level
of disaggregation allowed by the data. Second, we find no statistically significant evidence that higher quality goods, proxied by higher unit value goods, are characterized
by higher pass-through rates. Third, while we find that the composition of exports
shifts toward higher quality goods in response to an exchange rate appreciation, this
result is not statistically significant.
Our approach is motivated by recent findings on exchange rate pass-through. Campa
and Goldberg (2005) give an up-to-date review of the evidence on incomplete passthrough. Even though there is almost full pass-through of exchange rate shocks for
prices at the dock, there is much more limited pass-through for consumer prices. The
order of magnitude is 40% in the short run and 60% in the long run. The empirical
literature has stressed the importance of distribution margins in explaining this fact.
Burstein, Neves, and Rebelo (2003), Burstein, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo (2005), and
Campa and Goldberg (2006) argue that nontradable inputs such as distribution costs
play a key role. Burstein, Neves, and Rebelo note that for a typical consumption good
in the U.S., distribution margins account for more than 40% of the final price. Finally,
and most related to our model, Campa and Goldberg note that distribution margins
do not remain stable during real exchange rate fluctuations. A 1% real exchange rate
depreciation leads to a 0.47% reduction in distribution margins. This response of local
distribution margins to the exchange rate has also been documented for the case of
the beer industry by Hellerstein (2008).
To capture these facts, we introduce a two-tiered production function similar to
Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2003). While transportation costs are linear, we assume
that the production capacity of a firm is fixed so that supply to any foreign market
is subject to decreasing returns to scale. One possible interpretation of this fixed
capacity is that firms have a fixed distribution network. Under this assumption, our
model gives rise to incomplete pass-through of exchange rate shocks despite full
pass-through at the dock, and to fluctuations in the distribution margin in response
to exchange rate movements. One important point is that in our model, all costs are
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paid in the exporters’ currency, not in the local currency. We make this assumption
to stress the fact that decreasing returns to scale matter, even if no part of this cost is
paid in the importer’s currency. If part of the distribution costs were paid in foreign
currency, our results would be reinforced.
We point out the potential importance of composition effects in estimating exchange rate pass-through. Burstein, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo (2005) suggest one
specific composition effect, flight from quality. They point out that following a large
devaluation, consumers stop buying high-quality goods. Our predictions regarding
this flight from quality are ambiguous. Indeed, following a devaluation, we predict
that overall, since fewer quality goods are imported, many consumers switch from
quality goods to generic goods produced at home. However, the consumers who still
buy quality-differentiated goods will typically buy higher quality goods at a higher
price. 2
The importance of heterogeneity in product quality for export selection has been
emphasized by Baldwin and Harrigan (2007). Building on the empirical observations of Schott (2004), Hummels and Klenow (2005), Hallak (2006), and Hallak and
Schott (2008), the authors argue that selection into the export sector occurs along the
dimension of product quality rather than physical productivity. This insight has been
extended by Johnson (2008), who predicts that firms with heterogeneous productivity
in equilibrium produce output of heterogeneous quality.
In this paper, we explore the implications of export selection along the dimension
of product quality for exchange rate pass-through. In this respect, the predictions
of our model are similar to Verhoogen (2008), who analyzes the effect of exchange
rate fluctuations on wage inequality in an economy where high quality workers are
employed by firms producing high quality exports. Rather than analyzing the relationship between product quality and relative wages, we analyze the relationship between
quality and relative pass-through rates.
Despite the growing literature on measuring the quality of exports, there is to our
knowledge little evidence on the degree of exchange rate pass-through for exports of
different qualities. Gagnon and Knetter (1995) study the exchange rate pass-through
for car exports from three main automobiles exporters and find that pass-through rates
differ across cars of different classes.
In addition to examining the quality dimension of cost pass-through, we also highlight that incomplete pass-through can arise under perfect competition and flexible
prices. The existing theoretical literature on exchange rate pass-through and pricingto-market has so far relied on two alternative assumptions: either price stickiness or
imperfect competition.
For example, Betts and Devreux (1996), Taylor (2001), and Bacchetta and van
Wincoop (2003) show that pass-through is incomplete and staggered when prices

2. Note that we do not consider the impact of exchange rate fluctuations on disposable income, so that
consumers in our model are never prevented from buying quality goods because of their budget constraint.
Although we believe that this model describes normal exchange rate movements well enough, it is likely
to mispredict the flight from quality that occurs during large devaluations.
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are sticky. Gopinath and Rigobon (2008) document that even though exchange rates
fluctuate daily, prices at the dock adjust only rarely. However, Gopinath and Rigobon
also document that pass-through rates are around 22% within the set of firms adjusting prices. While menu costs can explain infrequent price changes, they cannot
directly explain why the optimal price responds very little to cost shocks. Our paper
rationalizes the latter aspect. 3
Our model is related to a second strand of the literature. The seminal papers of
Krugman (1987) and Dornbusch (1987) have been followed by more elaborate models,
such as Yang (1997), Corsetti, Dedola, and Leduc (2005), and Atkeson and Burstein
(Forthcoming). These models rely on the fact that, when firms adjust their prices, they
move along the demand curve and face a different demand elasticity. Under some
conditions on the shape of the demand curve, exporters will adjust their markups and
dampen price fluctuations, leading to pricing-to-market and incomplete pass-through
of exchange rate shocks.
We depart from this assumption by assuming perfect competition. In the abovementioned literature, as the number of firms competing in a sector increases, the
pricing-to-market predictions quickly become negligible. In contrast, we consider
the extreme case of a competitive industry with an infinite number of firms that still
exhibits imperfect cost pass-through.
An alternative branch of the literature—for example, Melitz and Ottaviano (2008),
Gust, Leduc, and Vifgusson (2006), and Chen, Imbs, and Scott (2006)—directly
assumes that prices are complement in the utility function. We propose another explanation where the matching of firms and consumers generates this complementarity
in equilibrium.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we present the
general setup of our model of quality pricing. In Section 2, we analyze a specific
example and provide closed-form solutions. In Section 3, we derive the predictions
of our model for exchange rate pass-through. Section 4 presents empirical evidence.
Section 5 concludes.

1. MODEL
In this section, we develop a model of quality pricing and international trade.
There are two countries, home and foreign. The two countries are, respectively,
populated by a mass LH and LF of consumers who share the same preferences. There
are three sectors, A, Q F , and QH . The A sector produces a homogeneous good,
which may be freely traded. We will only consider equilibria where all consumers in
each country consume some of this numeraire good, and we normalize the price of
this good to unity. In each country, the Q sector produces a continuum of goods that
3. Kleshchelski and Vincent (2007) argue that firms and customers form long-term relationships because
consumers incur costs to switch sellers. Therefore, firms may decide to keep prices perfectly stable also in
the absence of menu costs.
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differ in terms of quality. For simplicity, we assume that Q goods are differentiated
by the country of origin; i.e., each country has a monopoly in its Q good.
There is a continuum of competitive firms producing each type of good. Firms
in each of the Q sectors are heterogeneous in terms of the quality of the good they
produce. They face a decreasing returns-to-scale technology. To enter the foreign
market, they must pay a fixed entry cost. There is a continuum of (heterogeneous)
consumers buying those goods. Both firms and consumers are price takers.
The timing of the economy is the following: (i) firms receive their quality draw;
(ii) they decide whether or not to enter each market, home and foreign; (iii) given the
prices that they expect, they decide how much output to produce; and (iv) prices clear
all markets.
The strategies of firms and consumers are the following: firms maximize expected
profits given their expectation for prices; consumers maximize their utility given the
set of goods available and the prices they observe.
1.1 Preferences
Consumers can consume a continuum of A goods. For the consumption of each of
the Q goods, we consider a discrete choice model. Consumers consume either zero
or one unit of each Q goods, home and foreign. Different Q goods have different
qualities, and different consumers have different valuation for quality. A consumer
with the valuation v for quality, who consumes one unit of home good with quality
qH and one unit of foreign good with quality qF , and A units of the homogenous good,
derives a utility, 4
Uv (q H , q F , A) = v (q H + q F ) + A.

(1)

Valuations for quality, v, are distributed over all consumers according to
v ∼ Fv (v),

(2)

where Fv is the cumulative distribution of the vs and f v (v) is the density. Valuations
are distributed over the interval [v̄, v max ]. 5 We assume that there is a strictly positive
density over the entire domain: f v (v) > 0 for v ∈ [v̄, v max ]. We also assume that the
distribution of income is such that consumers can always afford to buy one unit of Q
good. 6
The main property of these preferences is that valuation and quality are complementary. The higher a consumer’s valuation, the more she values quality and the

4. For simplicity of notation, if a consumer does not consume one of the Q goods, we set its quality to
zero.
5. We allow for v max = +∞. In our closed form example in Section 2, we consider a support that is
unbounded from above for the distribution of valuation draws.
6. Implicitly, we assume that high valuation consumers also have a high income so that they can afford
the high price for the Q good they buy in equilibrium.
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more she will be willing to pay for quality. This property allows us to derive two
important results. First, there is assortative matching between consumers and goods,
i.e., higher valuation consumers buy higher quality goods. Second, the pace at which
prices increase with quality is exactly determined by the valuation of consumers. We
state and prove these two results formally in the following two propositions.
PROPOSITION 1 (ASSORTATIVE MATCHING). If an equilibrium exists, consumers’ valuations and goods’ qualities are matched assortatively:
v 1 > v 2 ⇒ q1 ≥ q2,
where consumer i = 1, 2 with valuation v i is matched with a good of quality qi .
PROOF. Assume there is an equilibrium such that,
v1 > v2

and q1 < q2 .

In such a case, consumer 1 with a valuation for quality v 1 is willing to upgrade quality
by exchanging his good of quality q 1 against consumer 2’s good of quality q 2 and in
addition pay her as much as v 1 (q 2 − q 1 ) units of the A good. Consumer 2 is willing
to downgrade her quality by exchanging his good q 2 against good q 1 in exchange for
at least v 2 (q 2 − q 1 ) units of the A good.
v1 > v2

and q2 > q1 ⇒ v 1 (q2 − q1 ) > v 2 (q2 − q1 )

so that both consumers will agree to exchange their goods and at least one of them
will be strictly better off. This cannot be an equilibrium. Hence, in any equilibrium,
it must be that
v 1 > v 2 ⇒ q1 ≥ q2 .



A direct corollary of this assortative matching is that, locally, relative prices are
pinned down by a no-arbitrage condition on the consumer side. Higher quality goods
are more expensive. Moreover, prices increase with quality exactly according to the
valuation of the consumers.
PROPOSITION 2. If an equilibrium exists, the mapping from a good quality to prices
is continuously differentiable. The prices are determined locally by the valuation of
consumers in the following way:
p (q) = v(q),
where v(q) is the valuation of the consumer matched with a good of quality q, p(q) is
the price of this good, and p (q) is the derivative of this price schedule.
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PROOF. Suppose that an equilibrium exists. Take any two consumers with a valuation
v 1 > v 2 who are matched, respectively, with goods of quality q 1 and q 2 , with prices
p 1 and p 2 . Given those prices, consumer 1 would strictly prefer to buy q 2 instead of
q 1 if v 1 (q 1 − q 2 ) > ( p 1 − p 2 ). In the same way, consumer 2 would strictly prefer
to buy q 1 instead of q 2 if v 2 (q 1 − q 2 ) < ( p 1 − p 2 ). In equilibrium, given prices,
consumers must not be willing to change their consumption bundles. So it must be
p2
that v 2 ≤ qp11 −
≤ v1.
−q2
These inequalities must hold for any q 1 and q 2 , which implies that for any q 0 ∈
(q min , q max ),
lim+

q→q0

p(q) − p (q0 )
p(q) − p (q0 )
= lim−
= p (q) = v(q),
q − q0
q − q0
q→q0

where q min is the lowest quality actually consumed in equilibrium.



It is straightforward to see from the previous two propositions that prices are
increasing and convex in quality. This property of prices is reminiscent of the Mussa
and Rosen (1978) model of quality pricing. Whether goods are supplied by a single
monopolist, as in Mussa and Rosen, by oligopolists as in Champsaur and Rochet
(1989), or by atomistic price taking firms as in this model, prices must increase at
an accelerating pace in order to prevent low valuation consumers from buying high
quality goods.
In our setup, prices depend not only on quality itself but also on which consumers
buy which product. This result follows the same logic as the result of Gabaix and
Landier (2008) relating managerial pay to manager skills as well as to the size of
the project a manager is matched with. If a highly talented manager works on a tiny
project, her marginal product is low. Similarly, if a high-quality good is matched with
a consumer who has a low valuation for quality, its price is low.
1.2 Production
Production in the A sector is made under constant returns to scale. The labor
productivity at home (abroad) is ZH (ZF ). We will only consider equilibria in which
both countries produce the A good. Labor can freely move between sectors. Thus,
the wage wH (wF ) of domestic (foreign) workers, in units of the A numeraire good, is
simply equal to ZH (ZF ).
Goods’ quality. In the Q sector, there is a continuum of mass MH (MF ) of firms in
the home (foreign) country. Each of these firms produces a good of a specific quality.
Firms randomly draw a quality shock from a stochastic distribution given by
q ∼ Fq (q),

(3)

where Fq is the cumulative distribution of the qs, and f q is the corresponding density.
Qualities are distributed over the interval [q̄, qmax ]. 7
7. As for valuations, we allow for an unbounded from above support for the distribution of quality
shocks.
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Technology. Despite their differences in quality, all firms face the same technology for
producing Q goods. They are subject to decreasing returns to scale. The cost for supplying S units of Q goods is given by wH C(S), with C(·) increasing and convex. We denote the marginal cost of supplying the S th unit of good by wH c(S) = wH C (S), c (S) >
0. We assume that the cost function applies to each market separately. This allows us
to independently study the domestic production decision and the foreign production
decision.
Trade barriers. In order to export abroad domestic firms must overcome both a
variable cost for shipping each unit of good abroad and a fixed cost of entering the
foreign market. The variable cost takes the traditional form of iceberg transportation
costs, with a fraction (τ − 1) of all shipments melting on the way (τ > 1). The fixed
cost of entry is equal to τ wH f E , which is paid in units of the A numeraire good.
We now consider the decision of a domestic firm that decides to export abroad.
Firms are price takers, so they decide to increase their supply of goods until their
marginal cost equals the price of their good. In equilibrium, a firm that expects a price
p for its good supplies S(p) units abroad. S(p) is defined by τ wH c(S( p)) = p. We can
rewrite this optimality condition as


p
−1
S( p) = c
,
(4)
τwH
where c−1 is the inverse of the cost function. Note that the marginal cost of selling the
Sth unit of a good abroad is the marginal cost of production multiplied by τ . To sell
one unit abroad, a firm must export τ units, each at a cost of wH c(S). The marginal
cost is strictly increasing in the quantity supplied, so that the quantity supplied S is
strictly increasing in the price p. All firms follow the same strategy and supply a
quantity that depends on the price they expect to receive for their quality.
Foreign market entry decision. Firms must decide whether or not to pay the fixed
entry cost into the foreign market. Only those firms whose gross profits are above the
entry cost export. There is a minimum price p min below which it is not profitable to
export. The minimum price is given by the zero profit cutoff condition:
 S( pmin )
pmin S ( pmin ) −
τ w H c (s) ds − τ w H f E = 0.
(5)
0

The net profit from exporting if the price abroad is p min is exactly zero. Since c(·) and
S(·) are strictly increasing, p min is uniquely determined by equation (5).
Note that for the moment, we know the price of the lowest quality exported, but
we still have not determined the actual level of the lowest quality exported. It is
determined in equilibrium, which we define in the next section.
1.3 Equilibrium
An equilibrium consists of a price schedule such that the goods market clears if
consumers optimally chose which good to consume, if any, and if firms optimally
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chose how much to produce and whether or not to enter the foreign market. We will
construct the equilibrium in the following way. First, we match goods to consumers.
Given this matching, we define the price schedule matching quality to price, up to a
constant. We then identify the quality of the good matched with the lowest valuation
consumer. Finally, we determine production amounts.
First, note that there are three possible types of equilibrium: a sellers’ market where
there are more consumers than goods, a buyers’ market where there are more goods
than consumers, or a third case where neither all firms export nor all consumers buy a
Q good. We will only consider the case where all firms export, but not all consumers
buy a Q good.
We can rewrite the matching implied by Proposition 1 and define formally the
matching between quality and consumers. A good of quality q will be matched to a
consumer with valuation v(q), according to


qmax

NH


S ( p (χ )) f q (χ ) dχ = L F

q

qmax

f v (v) dv

(6)

v(q)

for any q ∈ [q min , q max ], where q min is the lowest quality exported, and S(p(χ )) is the
quantity being supplied by the firm with quality χ . The left-hand side of (6) is the
number of goods with quality q and above, whereas the right-hand side is the number
of consumers with the valuation v(q) and above. For any level of quality q, these two
must be equal.
Given the matching between goods and consumers, we can derive prices from
Proposition 2. Integrating prices over quality, we get the price p(q) of a good of
quality q

p(q) =

q

v (χ ) dχ + pmin

(7)

qmin

for any q ∈ [q min , q max ], where v(χ ) is the valuation of the consumer matched with
the quality χ given in equation (6), and p min is the price of the lowest quality exported,
given by the zero profit cutoff condition (5).
We now have to determine the quality of the good matched with the lowest valuation
consumer. Since we are in a sellers’ market, some consumers will not buy any Q goods.
The last consumer must be indifferent between buying q min or buying A goods instead.
The lowest quality exported q min is defined by,
v (qmin ) qmin = pmin ,

(8)

where v(q min ) is the valuation of the consumer matched with quality q min given in
equation (6), and p min is the price of the lowest quality exported, given by the zero
cutoff profit condition (5).
An equilibrium price schedule will be the solution to the zero cutoff profit condition
(5), the matching equation (6), the pricing equation (7), and equation (8) defining the
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lowest quality exported. The following proposition states the existence of such an
equilibrium. 8
PROPOSITION 3. There exists a ( p(·), v(·), p min , q min ) solution to equations (5), (6),
(7), and (8), not necessarily unique.
PROOF. See unpublished technical appendix (p. 32).
In order to derive precise predictions for the pass-through of exchange rate shocks
of different goods, we introduce a specific functional form for the distribution of
valuation and quality draws. We present this example in the next section.
2. A CLOSED-FORM EXAMPLE
First, we assume that both valuation shocks and quality shocks are Pareto distributed,

v −λv


 Fv (v) = 1 − v̄
 −λq
(9)
q


 Fq (q) = 1 −
.
q̄
Production takes place under decreasing returns to scale, with the marginal cost
function,
c(S) = τ w H (1 + S 1/η ).

(10)

This simple functional form for the marginal cost ensures that, in equilibrium, the
supply elasticity will be constant and equal to η for all firms. Along with the assumption that both qualities and valuations for quality are distributed Pareto, this generates
simple analytical solutions for the equilibrium matching and pricing functions.
Under perfect competition, firms equalize their marginal cost to the price they face,
so that we have the following expression for the supply of each Q good as a function
of its price,

η
p
S( p) =
−1 .
(11)
τwH
We are now able to solve for the equilibrium price schedule.
λ −η

q
PROPOSITION 4. If the entry cost is such that f E = ( (1+η)(λ
)1+η , then there exq +λv )
ists a unique equilibrium price schedule, lowest quality exported, and lowest price,

8. The proofs of some of the following propositions are available on the website of this journal in an
unpublished technical appendix.
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defined as

p(q) = γ (τ w H )η/(λv +η) q (λv +λq )/(λv +η) + τ w H




qmin = γ (τ w H )λv /(λv +λq )



λq + λv


 pmin =
τwH,
λq − η
where γ and γ are constants. 9
PROOF. See unpublished technical appendix (p. 34).
λ −η

q
We impose the knife-edged condition f E = ( (1+η)(λ
)1+η for the sole purpose
q +λv )
of deriving closed-form solutions. In that specific case, we are able to describe how
prices and quantities of each exported good, as well as aggregate prices respond to
marginal cost shocks.
Asymptotically, the elasticity of the price with respect to quality converges to
λv +λq
> 1. The more elastic the supply of goods by each individual exporter (η large),
λv +η
the less responsive prices are to changes in quality. If the technology of production
is such that large changes in the quantity supplied are needed to generate a given
change in the marginal cost of production (η high), then firms with a high quality
will supply large quantities compared to firms with low quality. Moreover, when η is
high, a firm’s output responds strongly to cost fluctuations.
The other two key parameters that determine how responsive prices are to changes
in quality are the measures of the fatness of the tails of the distributions of quality and
valuation for quality, λ q and λ v . If the quality of firms is more homogenous (λ q high),
or if the valuation of consumers is more heterogeneous (λ v small), prices will be more
sensitive to changes in quality. This is driven by the sensitivity of either supply or
demand to changes in prices. If firms are very homogenous, that is, if most of the
mass of firms is concentrated around the bottom of the distribution, higher qualities
are scarce. The price of those higher qualities will be high. By the same token,
if the distribution of consumers’ valuations is very dispersed, there is a relatively
large mass of consumers who have a high valuation for quality, and who are willing
to pay a high price for higher qualities. The price of higher quality goods will be
high.
The equilibrium price schedule is presented on Figure 1, which plots the log of
quality versus the log of price. τ wH is the marginal cost of producing the first unit of
output to be sold abroad. Due to the fixed entry cost, firms must sell strictly more than
one unit in order to generate enough profit to recover this entry cost. The minimum
quality exported, q min , at price p min is strictly above τ wH . Below that price, no firm is
willing to export. The equilibrium price schedule starts at p min and is then increasing
and convex. It converges asymptotically to a log-linear relationship.

9. γ = a λv

λv v̄ λv
λq q̄ λq



λv + η
λv + λq

λv

λq − η L F
λq + λv N H



1/(λv +η)

and γ =

λv + η
λq − η

(λv +η)/(λv +λq )
.
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FIG. 1. Equilibrium Price-Quality Schedule.

Now that we have characterized the equilibrium price schedule, we can describe
the impact of marginal cost shocks on prices.

3. EXCHANGE RATE PASS-THROUGH
In this section, we describe the impact of exchange rate shocks on prices. We
first define exchange rate shocks as shocks to real wages arising from productivity
shocks. We then characterize the effect of those shocks on individual prices, on the
composition of exporters, and on aggregate prices. Note that we call such shocks
exchange rate shocks only for simplicity, and to be able to easily relate our theoretical
model to the empirical evidence presented in the next section. In essence, those shocks
could be any shock affecting the marginal cost of production faced by exporters.
Formally, we define a shock to the exchange rate of the home country as a shock to
the domestic wage in terms of the international numeraire A good. When the domestic
productivity in the A sector ZH increases, as long as some labor is employed in each
sector, the domestic wages will have to increase proportionally with productivity. For
firms in the Q sector, this amounts to a negative productivity shock. In this section,
we define an appreciation of the domestic exchange rate as an increase in the real
wage wH .
What is the response of export prices to such an exchange rate shock? There are
two margins that adjust. First, firms face a higher marginal cost and scale down their
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FIG. 2. Exchange Rate Pass-Through.

exports. This is the intensive margin of adjustment. Second, facing this higher cost,
some low-quality firms stop exporting altogether. This is the extensive margin of
adjustment. Those two margins lead to an overall reduction of the total quantity of
Q goods exported and a relative scarcity of home Q goods abroad. Low-valuation
consumers are pushed out of the market and stop buying Q goods altogether. Overall,
goods are matched with higher valuation consumers and prices increase. This is the
source of exchange rate pass-through into prices in our model. As fewer goods are
exported, prices increase. Because supply responds to changes in marginal cost with
some finite elasticity, the pass-through is incomplete.
The response of prices to an exchange rate shock is depicted in Figure 2, which
plots the log of quality versus the log of price for two levels of the exchange rate. The
exchange rate appreciates from τ w at date t = 0, to τ w × e at date t = 1, with
> 0. Following an appreciation of the exchange rate, the price of the lowest
quality exported, p min , increases proportionally with the exchange rate. However,
the lowest quality firms pull out of the export market, so that the lowest quality exported, q min , increases. This exit of firms, as well as the reduction in the
quantities exported by all firms, leads to an increase of the prices charged for exports. For every level of quality, the price increase is less than proportional to
the exchange rate. Moreover, the relative price increase is lower for higher quality
goods.
In the remainder of this section, we formally describe the response of individual
prices to exchange rate shocks, the composition effect of exchange rate shocks, and
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the response of aggregate prices. We define the rate of exchange rate pass-through
as the elasticity of the price of a good of quality q with respect to the exchange
rate.
DEFINITION 1. Define σ p(q) as the elasticity of the price p(q) of a quality q good with
respect to the exchange rate,
σ p(q) ≡

∂ ln p(q)
∂ ln τ w H

PROPOSITION 5 (EXCHANGE RATE PASS-THROUGH). There is incomplete pass-through of
exchange rate shocks into the price of individual goods. The lower the quality of a
good, the higher the pass-through.
PROOF. See unpublished technical appendix (p. 34).
When the exchange rate appreciates, there are two forces that drive all prices up.
First, low-quality goods are no longer exported. The valuation of the consumer buying the lowest quality good increases. Since this consumer is willing to pay a higher
price for the Q good she buys, the price of the low-quality goods increases. Second, as firms scale down production, the overall supply of Q goods abroad shrinks,
so that goods are now matched with higher valuation consumers. The price schedule steepens and all prices increase. Prices of goods at different levels of quality
are affected by these two forces in different ways. For very high quality goods,
the exit of low quality firms is negligible. Only the second force, the overall tightening of the market, matters. For low-quality goods, on the other hand, both the
change in the lowest quality exported and the overall tightening of the supply matter.
In relative terms, low quality goods prices increase more than high quality goods
prices.
In order to understand the composition effect due to the endogenous selection of
exporters, we characterize precisely the response of the extensive margin of trade to
exchange rate shocks.
DEFINITION 2. Define σ pmin as the elasticity of the lowest price ( p min ) with respect to
the exchange rate, and σqmin as the elasticity of the lowest quality exported (q min ) with
respect to the exchange rate,
σ pmin ≡

∂ ln pmin
∂ ln τ w H

and σqmin ≡

∂ ln qmin
.
∂ ln τ w H

It is important to note that since the identity of the lowest quality good exported
changes, σ pmin is not the pass-through elasticity of any actual good. It is the elasticity of
the lowest observed price with respect to the exchange rate. The following proposition
describes how both this lowest price and the lowest quality exported respond to
exchange rate shocks.
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PROPOSITION 6. The price of the lowest quality exported moves one for one with the
exchange rate. The lowest quality exported increases less than proportionally with
the exchange rate.
PROOF. From the definition of the equilibrium price schedule in Proposition 4,


λq + λv
λv /(λv +λq )
qmin = γ (τ w H )
and pmin =
τwH
λq − η
and differentiating with respect to τ wH solves to equilibrium elasticities,
σqmin =

λv
<1
λv + λq

and σ pmin = 1.



As the exchange rate appreciates, both the price of the lowest quality exported,
p min , and the actual lowest quality exported, q min , increase. Mechanically, since the
fixed entry cost is paid in foreign labor, p min , goes up one for one with the exchange
rate. However, because of the increase in the marginal cost of production, some firms
exit the export market altogether, and the lowest quality exported increases. The new
lowest quality exporter has a quality higher than that of the lowest quality exporter
prior to the exchange rate shock. Since the price strictly increases with the quality,
the new lowest quality good exported experiences an increase in its price that is less
than proportional to the exchange rate shock. In addition, in response to an exchange
rate appreciation, the share of high quality exports compared to low quality exports
increases.
Despite the fact that all prices increase less than proportionally with the exchange
rate, we prove that in this specific closed-form example, aggregate prices increase exactly proportionally with the exchange rate. This is due to exit of low-quality exporters
and to the increase in the relative share of high-quality exports. The reshuffling of
exports toward higher quality goods induces a larger response to exchange rate shocks
of aggregate prices than of individual prices. The following proposition states this
result formally.
PROPOSITION 7 (AGGREGATE PASS-THROUGH). Aggregate prices are proportional to the
exchange rate, where aggregate prices are defined as a weighted average of individual
prices, with consumer expenditure shares used as weights.
PROOF. Formally, define the Consumer Price Index as the weighted average of individual prices, where the weights are the aggregate consumer expenditure shares,
 ∞
f q (q)S(q) × p(q)dq
q
CPI = min ∞
.
f q (q)S(q)dq
qmin

Some simple algebra, and using the expression for the price schedule and for the
lowest quality exported from Proposition 4 yields
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(λq − η)(λv − 1)
γ τwH.
(λq − η)(λv − 1) − (λv − η)

Aggregate prices are exactly proportional to the exchange rate.



In this section, we have proved three main results. First, following a shock to the
real exchange rate, there is only incomplete pass-through into prices for all goods.
Second, the pass-through of exchange rate shocks is higher for lower quality goods.
Third, the composition effect due to the exit of low quality exporters implies that in
response to an exchange rate appreciation, the composition of exports shifts toward
high-quality, high-price goods. In the next section, we test those predictions using
highly disaggregated U.S. import data on prices and quantities.
4. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
In this section, we test the three predictions of our theoretical model using disaggregated U.S. import data on prices and quantities. We find weak evidence in support
of our theoretical model. First, we confirm the widely documented fact that exchange
rate shocks are only partially passed through into export prices, even at a high level
of disaggregation. Second, we test whether high-quality exports, as proxied by highunit value goods, experience less exchange rate pass-through than low-quality goods,
but we find no statistical evidence for this. Third, we test whether, in response to an
exchange rate appreciation, the share of high price goods increases. We find a positive
but insignificant composition effect.
We use a panel of highly disaggregated (10 digit Harmonized System) annual price
and quantity data for U.S. imports from 1991 to 2001.
We proxy quality with unit values. This approach is motivated by Schott (2004),
Hummels and Klenow (2005), and Hallak (2006). Schott finds that exporter GDP
per capita is positively correlated to the average unit value of 10-digit Harmonized
System sold to the United States. This empirical finding is confirmed by Hummels
and Klenow, who document the strong empirical correlation between exporter GDP
per capita and export unit value. Hallak, in turn, finds that the demand for quality is
related to importer GDP per capita. These authors conclude that variation in quality
is an important determinant of trade flows.
Hallak and Schott (2008) emphasize that unit prices may differ for reasons other
than quality. They therefore develop a new method to disentangle price and quality
variation in unit value data. Among their findings is a confirmation that the level of
quality is correlated with the level of development, but the relationship is weaker than
suggested by earlier research.
To test the predictions of the theoretical model, we measure the response of U.S.
prices of goods imported from a given country to a shock of the bilateral nominal
exchange rate of the U.S. vis-à-vis this country. We control for local demand shocks
in the United States by including the current U.S. GDP as a control. We also control
for the marginal cost of production in the exporting country as well as for the overall
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level of inflation in the exporting country. We are interested in both the response of
individual good prices and aggregate prices to exchange rate shocks. 10
4.1 Exchange Rate Pass-Through
In this section, we run exchange rate pass-through regressions for individual goods.
We find that for most goods, exchange rate shocks are only partially passed through
into export prices. There is, however, a large degree of heterogeneity in the response
of the export price of an individual good to exchange rate shocks.
We define a good (denoted ω) as a 10-digit Harmonized System category. This is
the highest level of disaggregation available for goods imported by the United States.
Each good ω belongs to a sector ω, where we use different levels of disaggregation for
those ω sectors: 6-, 7-, or 8-digit Harmonized System categories. As will become clear
in the results below, there is a trade-off between using a coarse definition of sectors,
with many observations per sector, but weakly comparable goods within a sector, or
using a finer definition of sectors, with substitutable goods but few observations.
Following Campa and Goldberg (2005), we adopt the following specification for
estimating the degree of exchange rate pass-through for each HS-10 good ω,
ln Ptc (ω) = α () + β () ln RGDPU.S.
t
+ δ () ln Wtc + γ () ln CPI ct + λ ()

ln E tc + εtc (ω) ,
(12)

where the price Ptc (ω) is the unit value of good ω imported form country c at time t,
expressed in U.S. dollars. RGDPU.S.
is the real U.S. GDP, Wtc is a measure of labor
t
c
cost in country c, CPIt is the consumption price index in country c, and E tc is the
bilateral exchange rate between country c and the United States, expressed as the
price in U.S. dollars of the foreign currency (so that an increase in E corresponds to
an appreciation of the foreign currency).
We first run this regression for all goods together (estimating a single λ). As documented in the literature, there is strong evidence of incomplete pass-through of
exchange rate shocks into import prices. This result holds even when using the finest
level of disaggregation of prices available for all U.S. exports. Table 1 shows the
results of this regression. Depending on the set of controls included, pass-through
ranges between 26% and 36%.
We then run this regression separately and estimate the parameter λ() for each
individual six-digit sector . This parameter is a simple measure of the elasticity of
individual prices to exchange rate shocks within sector . The most salient feature
10. The data used in this section come from the following sources. U.S. import data are from the
Center for International Data at UC Davis. Unit value is calculated as the total value of exports, including
freight and insurance cost, excluding duty, divided by quantity. Exchange rates are from the International
Financial Statistics of the IMF. Real unit labor costs, consumer price index, and U.S. GDP growth are from
the OECD. All variables are winsorized and changes are expressed as the year-to-year differences of the
logarithm of a variable. We provide a more detailed discussion of the data in an unpublished appendix,
which is available on the website of this journal.
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TABLE 1
EXCHANGE RATE PASS-THROUGH
DLog unit value

DLog Exch. Rate

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.26∗∗∗
(25.03)

0.36∗ ∗ ∗
(28.84)
0.21∗ ∗ ∗
(4.35)

0.35∗ ∗ ∗
(27.09)
0.20∗ ∗ ∗
(4.18)
0.04
(1.37)

0.01∗∗∗
(6.67)
814,460

0.00∗
(1.85)
776,172

0.00∗
(1.88)
738,432

0.35∗ ∗ ∗
(26.88)
0.17∗ ∗ ∗
(3.42)
0.00
(0.02)
−0.01∗ ∗ ∗
(5.39)
0.02∗ ∗ ∗
(5.66)
738,432

DLog CPI
DLog Labor Cost
DLog GDP
Constant
Observations

NOTES: This table explains the change in individual prices in response to exchange rate shocks. The dependent variable is the log difference
in unit values. The explanatory variables are: the log change in the bilateral exchange rate, the log change in the CPI of the exporting country,
the log change in the U.S. GDP, the log change in the exporting country’s labor cost. ∗ ,∗ ∗ , and ∗ ∗ ∗ means statistically different from zero at
10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance (absolute values of T-stats in parentheses).

FIG. 3. Distribution of Exchange Rate Pass-Through across 6-Digit Sectors.
NOTE: The exchange rate pass-through is estimated from equation (12); it measures the percentage change of export prices
to a 1% appreciation of the exporting country’s currency vis à vis the USD; the top and bottom 5% observations have
been trimmed.

of the data is the very large degree of heterogeneity in the degree of exchange rate
pass-through across different goods.
Figure 3 describes the distribution of exchange rate pass-through across six-digit
sectors. For many sectors, the degree of exchange rate pass-through is between
0% (no sensitivity of export prices to exchange rate movements) and 100% (full
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pass-through, export prices move one for one with the exchange rate). However, at
such a high level of disaggregation, exchange rate pass-through is often above 100%,
or even negative. As we refine the level of disaggregation of individual sectors to
seven- or eight-digit sectors, the dispersion of exchange rate pass-through increases
even further.
4.2 Pass-Through and Quality
We next compare pass-through rates across different levels of good quality, proxied
as unit values. In order to ensure that we are indeed measuring quality differences
rather than differences in the market structure in different sectors, we only compare
pass-through rates for the 10-digit goods within each 6-digit sector. We argue that the
resulting differences in average unit value can be interpreted as differences in quality.
For example, at the 6-digit level, there are 6 different sectors for plywood (bamboo,
outer ply > 6 mm of tropical woods, outer ply > 6 mm of nonconiferous wood,
outer ply <6 mm of tropical hardwood, outer ply <6 mm of nonconiferous wood,
and softwood). 11 At the 10-digit good level, there are 15 different goods within the
6-digit sector “softwood.” These fifteen 10-digit goods differ only in small aspects
such as the gluing of the ply or whether the ply is made up of several or only one
layer(s). We believe that it is reasonable to assume that these specific differences in
product attributes within a narrowly defined sector capture mostly differences in good
quality rather than differences in the market structure.
In order to ensure comparability of the results across 6-digit sectors, we also normalize unit values in terms of standard deviations from the mean within each sector
. This normalization is in order, as sectors might differ in the degree of heterogeneity
in unit values irrespective of the degree of heterogeneity in quality.
To investigate whether pass-through differs across good quality, we then run a
regression for each 6-digit sector  of the following form

ln Ptc (ω) = α () + λ () ln E tc + µ () ln E tc × Q ct (ω)
+ ν () Q ct (ω) + β () ln RGDPU.S.
t
+ δ ()
P c (ω)−E

ln Wtc + γ ()

ln CPI ct + εtc (ω) ,

(13)

[P c (ω )|ω ∈]

t
where Q ct (ω) = t−1 σt−1 [Pt−1
is the normalized unit value (expressed in
c
t (ω )|ω ∈]
terms of standard deviations from the mean within sector ). The coefficient of
interest is µ(), the interaction coefficient of quality and the exchange rate. If µ()
is negative, this implies that in 6-digit sector , higher quality goods are characterized
by a lower degree of pass-through. Table 2 presents the summary statistics for the
coefficients λ() and µ() across all 6-digit sectors .
In Table 2, the median rate of pass-through is equal to 34.9%. The median interaction of quality and exchange rate changes is estimated at −1.33%. Since quality

11. The 6-digit HS sectors are 441210, 441211, 441212, 441213, 441214, and 441219, respectively.
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TABLE 2
EXCHANGE RATE PASS-THROUGH AND QUALITY
% of cases
w. p-value

Coeff. on Dlog Exch.

Median

0.349

Negative coefficient

>5%
10.4%

<5%
>1%
0.6%

Positive coefficient

<1%
0.0%

Total negative: 10.9%
Coeff. on Dlog Exch.
× Quality

−0.0133

36.8%

6.9%

7.5%

Total negative: 51.1%

>5%
41.4%

<5%
>1%
14.9%

<1%
32.8%

Total positive: 89.1%
36.8%

4.6%

7.5%

Total positive: 48.9%

NOTEs: Table 2 presents summary statistics of quality dependent pass-through rates. For each 6-digit sector, we estimate equation (13). Table
2 reports the distribution of p-values for the coefficients on exchange rate changes (λ()) and for the interaction of exchange rate changes
and quality (µ()). It lists the frequency with which the p-value lies above 5%, between 5% and 1%, and below 1%. This is done first for the
case with negative estimated coefficient, and then for cases with positive estimated coefficient.

is standardized, this implies that a good with a quality that is 2 standard deviations
above the 6-digit sector’s median has a pass-through rate of 32.2% (= 34.9% + 2∗ −
1.33%). This compares to a pass-through rate of 37.3% for a good with quality 2
standard deviations below the sector’s median. Thus, economically, these regressions
suggests that quality can explain a moderate amount of variation in pass-through rates.
These results are, however, not statistically significant. For example, we list summary statistics for the single coefficients. In total, the interaction coefficient is estimated to be negative in 51.1% sectors and positive in the rest of the sectors. Moreover,
when we look at the number of cases in which the interaction coefficient is estimated
significantly, the pattern seems to be rather random. For example, while this coefficient is estimated to be negative and significant at the 1% level in 7.5% of the sectors, it
is also estimated positive and significant at the 1% level in 7.5% of the sectors. A joint
test that the interaction coefficient is negative cannot be rejected even at the 10% level.
We do not find statistical evidence that exchange rate pass-through can be explained
by differences in quality, as proxied by unit values.
4.3 Measuring Composition Effects
In this section, we test our third prediction that in response to an appreciation of
the exchange rate of the exporter’s currency, the composition of goods shifts toward
higher quality goods. If this effect holds true, conventional measures of exchange rate
pass-through that use aggregate prices may overestimate the degree of exchange rate
pass-through.
To test our prediction, we build an index of the average quality of a country’s
exports to the United States. We then measure how the average quality of exports
changes in response to exchange rate shocks.
The following describes our procedure. For a given sector  (defined at a 6-, 7-, or
8-digit sector), we define the change in the average quality of exports from country c
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between time t − 1 and t as

Qualityct () =


c
c
(ω) × ln Pt−1
(ω ).
stc (ω) − st−1

(14)

ω∈ct ∩ct−1

The quality of a good ω in sector  is proxied by the unit value of that good in
period t − 1. Note that we are only comparing goods within a relatively narrow sector
(6-, 7-, or 8-digit sectors), so that unit values are a relevant proxy for quality. We only
look at the subset of goods that are exported both in period t − 1 and in period t so
that the trade shares s ct−1 (ω)’s and stc (ω)’s both add up to one without the need for any
arbitrary normalization. Prices are denominated in U.S. dollars. If this index for the
change in the quality of exports from country c toward the United States is positive
( Qualityct () > 0), it means that the average-quality of goods in sector ω exported
by country c toward the United States has increased.
We then test whether exchange rate shocks have any systematic impact on the
average quality of exports. We run the following regression separately for each sector
.
Qualityct () = α () + β () ln RGDPU.S.
+ δ () ln Wtc
t
c
+ γ () ln CPI t + λ () ln E tc + εtc ( ).

(15)

We are interested in the coefficient λ(). Our theoretical model predicts that an
appreciation of the exporting country’s currency should lead to an increase in the
average quality of exports (λ() > 0). If such a composition effect exists, estimates
of exchange rate pass-through at the aggregate level will tend to be overestimated.
Table 3 presents the regression results for 6-, 7-, and 8-digit sectors. We are confronted with a salient feature of the data; at such a fine level of disaggregation, many
countries do not export goods in all sectors towards the United States. We are therefore
faced with many sectors that contain only very few goods. To get around this problem,

TABLE 3
MEASURING QUALITY COMPOSITION EFFECTS
Quality

Log Exch. Rate
6-digit
7-digit
8-digit

(at least 50 goods)

(at least 100 goods)

−0.0021
(0.91)
0.00080
(0.97)
0.005
(0.85

−0.011
(0.66)
0.036
(0.25)
0.041
(0.21)

(at least 150 goods)

0.041
(0.34)
0.081
(0.20)
0.097
(0.16)

NOTES: This table explains the change in the quality composition of exports in response to exchange rate shocks. The dependent variable is
the change in the (log) quality of exports, defined in equation (14) as the weighted average of export unit values within a narrow sector. The
explanatory variables are: the log change in the bilateral exchange rate, the log change in the CPI of the exporting country, the log change
in the U.S. GDP, and the log change in the exporting country’s labor cost. We present only the average coefficient on the log change in the
bilateral exchange rate: λ() in equation (15). P-values corresponding to the null hypothesis that the estimated coefficient equals 0 are
reported in brackets below the coefficients.
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we consider only regressions with a minimum number of observations within a sector:
50, 100, and 150. When we include regressions with relatively few observations (50–
100), we do not find a systematic pattern in the data. As we impose a more stringent
constraint on the number of observations (at least 100 observations), except at the
lowest level of aggregation (6-digit), we find that an appreciation of the exporting
country’s exchange rate leads to a shift toward higher quality goods. When restricting
the sample to sectors with at least 150 country-good observations, we find that the
increase in aggregate prices that is due to such a shift toward higher quality ranges
between 4.1% and 9.7%. 12
Although these coefficients are economically sizable, the results are not statistically
significant. In Table 3, we report p-values corresponding to the t-test on the null
hypothesis that the mean of the estimated coefficients on the exchange rate in the
quality composition of equation (15) is zero. This coefficient is not significant in any
of the nine specifications. 13

5. CONCLUSION
We develop a perfectly competitive economy featuring heterogeneity in both good
qualities and consumer valuations for quality. In equilibrium, high-valuation customers and high-quality firms are matched and the relative scarcity of goods of different qualities leads to pricing-to-market, with prices determined by the local tightness
of competition.
The paper’s contribution is to explain why pass-through can be incomplete and
heterogeneous across different firms within a competitive industry. The crucial ingredient of our model is to introduce heterogeneous consumers who all value quality, but
who do so at different rates. We predict that exchange rate shocks are incompletely
passed through to export prices, that high-quality goods prices are less sensitive to exchange rate shocks than low-quality goods prices, and that in response to an exchange
rate appreciation, the composition of exports shifts toward higher quality goods.
We test these predictions using highly disaggregated price and quantity U.S. import data. We find weak evidence in support of our model. While our findings are
economically large (for example, aggregate pass-through rates may be overstated by
up to 9.7 percentage points when ignoring composition effects), they are not statistically significant. Given these large estimated coefficients, more empirical research
is needed to examine whether the change in the composition of traded goods is an
important determinant of the change in aggregate prices.
12. Since we proxy quality by the period t − 1 price, by construction, individual prices are fixed and
we only allow the composition of exports to change.
13. To address the fact that each observation is itself an estimate, we have also used a bootstrap
procedure with 500 replications to calculate the standard error associated with the estimated coefficients,
with nearly identical findings. We do not report the respective p-values, however, since bootstrapping relies
on a large number of observations, which we do not have for all estimations. For example, when including
only sectors with more than 150 country-good pairs, there are only 110, 56, and 52 observations at the
6-digit, 7-digit, and 8-digit definition of a “sector.”
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